The United Kingdom government intends to implement a new criminal offence of reckless misconduct via the Financial Services (Banking Reform) Bill 2013-14.

One of the most fascinating questions regarding the most recent financial crisis is: ‘Why haven’t bankers through their reckless, immoral and unethical conduct been held accountable?’

Both the Prime Minister David Cameron and President Barak Obama have stated on numerous instances that they will seek to hold those bankers who contributed to the biggest financial crisis since the Great Depression accountable for their actions. But at the time of writing this article, not one single banker in the United States of America or the United Kingdom has been convicted for any criminal activity since the start of the financial crisis in 2007.

It has become abundantly clear since the start of the financial crisis that the current legislative measures that could have been used to hold bankers accountable for their actions are inadequate and must be reformed. Therefore, the Coalition government established the Banking Standards Commission, who in June 2013 published its final report. The chairman of the Banking Standards Commission, Andrew Tyrie, MP, stated:

‘A lack of personal responsibility has been commonplace throughout the industry. Senior figures have continued to shelter behind an accountability firewall. Risks and rewards in banking have been out of kilter. Given the misalignment of incentives, it should be no surprise that deep lapses in banking standards have been commonplace … where the standards of individuals, especially those in senior roles, have fallen short, clear lines of accountability and enforceable sanctions are needed’.

The Banking Standards Commission recommended thus:
Harassment: Protection from Harassment Act 1997 (as amended)
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Harassment is widespread. Harassment takes many forms: stalking in the street; stalking at work or leisure; surveillance; doorstep calling; telephoning by journalist or salesmen or researchers; nuisance calls; cyber harassment; cyber bullying, by way of Twitter and Facebook and email and ask.fm. The psychological effect upon the victim, V, can be very serious: anxiety; fear; loss of sleep; loss of employment; loss of home; loss of family and friends, serious illness, even suicide. The harasser is usually a coward, harassing at a distance often anonymously.

Animal protesters and environmental activists

Another social evil that has emerged in recent years has been the mass harassment by the so-called environmentalists or green protesters harassing a company lawfully engaged in lawful scientific research or in constructing a motorway or drilling for shale gas or erecting a wind turbine farm or solar farm or telecom mast; or engaged in lawful badger culling.

The harassment can take many forms: blocking access; disabling vehicles (eg by cutting the brakes); trespass and illegal entry; criminal damage; violence; assaulting and obstructing police officers; damaging police vehicles; arson of police property; intimidation of employees or resisting arrest.

In August 2013 a judge granted an injunction against named persons and persons unknown, badger cull protestors who had burnt down tractors and threatened families in the West Country. In Balcombe in Sussex, anti-fracking protesters blocked the access roads to a drilling site and threatened to enter and damage the site and to endanger the safety of the workers.

Course of conduct amounting to harassment

The definition of harassment is that a person must not pursue a course of conduct which amounts to harassment of another, and which he knows or ought to know amounts to harassment of the other's (1(1)).

A person must not pursue a course of conduct which involves harassment of two or more persons, and which he knows or ought to know involves harassment of those persons, and by which he intends to persuade any person not to do something that he is entitled or required to do, or to do something that he is not under any obligation to do. (s 1(1A)).

Causing alarm or distress

References to harassing a person include alarming the person or causing the person distress (s 7(2)). Thus the essence of harassment is causing alarm or distress. A course of conduct in relation to a single person must involve conduct on at least two occasions in relation to that person (s 7(3)(a)). There must be an element of repetition or persistence, or in the case of conduct in relation to two or more persons on at least one occasion to each of those two or more persons (s 7(3)(b)). That is, repetition or persistence over two or more persons.

Such conduct includes speech (s 7(4)).

As harassment can take many forms the definition has to be widely drafted to cover everything, though the lack of specificity makes for difficulty in individual cases. A ‘catch all’ definition can spread the...
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